
The city exists on paper'.rn plans and drawings, in the minds of archriects, pranners and the state. The city isspectacular - cover shot architecture, politiJal leaders, famous ;;;o';, the super-rich, big events, olympicGames' But it is also mundane, 
"ue,yday. 

The city of peopre, oi u-u-Jrfuy rife, common occurrences, sma,shops, bus stops, allotments and waste ground is every Olt a"rnrct.ritte city,as the more visible and highprofile' More so' as it provideslhe backdro-p and the coniext *i*'in *hi"n most of us shape our everyday rives.The everyday life of cities is often hidien away. lt does not feature in the grossy brochures advertisingthe city to investors and tourists - except occasionally in some 
"";il;;, sareabre form (,vibrant, murticurturarstreet life') - and only facsimrles of it find their way into the prans and imaginations of those who shape andmanage the city' lf you want to find out about the everyday ri*" oi.iii"", read detective novers, the rocarnewspaper' the notices pasted to lampposts rnd corrrgatea iron tences telling that someone,s pet cat hasgone missing, and the graffiti that obscures these traces of everyday rife.Despite the fact that an ambivalence towards the everyday lrr"" of lr,u city has been shared by curturarcommentators' some of the most revealing and most influentlr *rning'on the city has concerned aspectsof its hidden' everyday lives' From those of-the chicago schoor .o"riJgiu" of park, Burgess and rhrasher,the theories of everyday life of simmer, r-"i"uuo, "niilff;, il'in*" 

"rt 
nographies of the r 96os and1970s by Brian Jackson (working clas;s community, 196g) or Lee Rainwate r (Behind Ghetto walk, 1970),to the writings of Jane Jacobt und willi"t whyte and beyond. A number of these writing are colected here.Henri Lefebvre is arguably the pre-eminent and most influential *'eorist of space of thl twentieth century.ln the extract included here'Plan of the present work'from The production of space (1g24)he outrines hiscentral idea of space as socially and historically produced ,-"tl-'e,. ti"n natural. Lefebvre provides a totaltheory of space' a metaphorical schema that accounts for all kinds of space-production in all cities at all times.Lefebvre argues that space is made up of spatial practices (buildings and actions), representations of space(conscious theories and figures) 

"na 
i"pr"iunt"tion"t spaces ti,n"'gi;tin., experiences), The rerevance ofLefebvre's ideas to everyday life are that his schema 

"n"orp"""- l"ir, ,r'" produciion of space throughprofessions such as architecture and planning and its experience and negotiation through the practices ofeveryday life' Lefebvre's work has had a huge iiflrence on geographically inflected readings of the city sinceand has been especially important in the thJorisation of spale ov g;"gilr,"rs and sociorogists in the .l 990s.However' despite its undoubted influence 
"noir'" 

frequency witi wh-ich it is cited, doubts remain about the
;l;::l*:ij"ririlii:l'"" have been able to emprricalv action Lefebvre's project. savase and wards

Lefebvre's laudable project tofind a bridge belween experienced space, representations of space,and spaces of representation has prou"j too hard to put into 
"p;;;. empirically. The crucial linkbetween the construction 

-of 
place in representation and at the level of everyday experience hasnot been demonstrated (.l993:.132).

ii".I3lrX;l,,irlilure 
to extend and applv Lefebvre's ideas does not diminish their importance to the study



EVERYDAY LIVES

Everyday life is lived within the spaces shaped by the powerful, or left behind by their shaping, but it is
not determined by them. A major theoretical contribution to this relationship between the production and
experience of space is provided by Michel de Certeau in the extract included here from The Practice of
Everyday Life (1984). De Certeau recognises'strategies' by which the powerful produce instrumental or
functional space but argues that through the 'tactics' employed in the experience and negotiation of these
spaces everyday life is able to subvert or elude the imposition of dominant meanings of space. De Certeau
argues that these tactics 'trace out the ruses of other interests and desires that are neither determined nor
captured by the systems in which they develop' (1984: xviii), Tim Edensor, in his application of de Certeau's
ideas to the culture of the lndian street outlines his contribution:

His evocation of the plethora of desires that are stimulated through the relationship between sensual
bodily movement, fantasy and reverie convincingly refute deterministic notions of pedestrians being
shaped mentally and physically by urban space and its control (1998: 2.1 9).

De Certeau's ideas have a wider relevance to recent debates within the social sciences concerning the
meanings of urban space. Much writing on the meanings of urban space prior to the 1990s was informed
by some version of the semiotic perspective in which meanings were investigated through the unpacking
of the processes whereby spaces, typically instrumental spaces such as the shopping mall, were produced.
However, critics of this approach have highlighted the determinisms inherent and implicit in this approach
whereby uses of space was largely assumed to mirror the intentions of the producers of space. Drawing
both implicitly and explicitly on the work of de Certeau and Lefebvre, critical social scientists have begun to
unearth the performity of meaning and the complex hidden geographies of the everyday use of space.

The theme of the performity is picked up in lain Borden's discussion of skateboarding in the city in 'A
Performative Critique of the City: The Urban Practice of Skateboarding, 1 958-1 998', Drawing on Lefebrve,
Borden considers skateboarding as one spatial practice through which dominant meanings of the city are
subverted, or ignored. As Borden argues:

Skateboarding here resists the standardisation and repetition of the city as a serial production of
building types, functions and discrete objects; it decentres building-objects in time and space in

order to recompose them as a strung-out yet newly synchronous arrangement. Thus while many
conceive of cities as comprehensive urban plans, monuments or grands projets, skateboarding
suggests that cities can be thought of as series of micro-spaces. Consequently, architecture is seen
to lie beyond the province of the architect and is thrown instead into the turbulent nexus of
reproduction (1 999: 40).

Or, as the skate magazine Thrasher more succinctly puts it: 'Find it. Grind it. Leave it behind'.
Borden's work fits into an emergent body of work that examines this performative aspect of the city and

the ways in which spaces are used, experienced and negotiated by their users. Recent examples of the rich
geographies of everyday urban life include, in addition to Tim Edensor's discussion of the lndian street
already cited, work which has uncovered the multiple meanings of that apparently most sterile urban space
the shopping mall (Miller et al. 1998) and Loretta Lees' discussion of the new public library building in

Vancouver (2001 ).
Lucy Lippard in 'Home in the Weeds', an extract from her book lhe Lure of the Local (1997), talks o{

other urban everydays, those of homeless people and residents of neglected neighbourhoods. She talks,
not as they are encountered, by wealthy residents or by tourists, but of their everyday worlds and attempts
by artists, activists and local residents to empower, articulate and represent their lives. She talks, for example,
of the 'photoscalps' taken by homeless residents of the Hill, a camp in New York City. The artists Gabriele
Schafer and Nick Fracaro, as part of an installation with the residents of the Hill, provided them with
disposable cameras for them to photograph the tourists who normally photographed them. Lippard's project,
in this extract, is to make visible the oppressions and histories that lead to these'invisible' and largely ignored
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INTRODUCTION TO PART Slx

is tarked aoort anJ,. 
rn ways thai are patronising or racist. she seeks^to-:,*p:"" the ways in which the cityr m s s u c h *,; ; ;:* il: %l".,X ? i$i",','H: ; : iL:*:, ; fl Xn;*,r,;, ::# t"*XTff ili;:i:rf;ffil,?:'.'t||J,o"":topuo ""rtini'[u';*" or the porice and civic authorities. Lippard shows how
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:li;;the unfolding of tango as a cultural form is intertwined with ,rr" ,rr"o'.g of Buenos Aires. They see tango
as evidence of the subtle p'o""""""-of C"""r,rn *r'"* 

"iriu. 
J,'ol;; and non-praces become praces. rn

this narrative' tango becomes a trace of the unfording of a pi";;;;; exampre, tering through ryrics and
dance' stories of place' home and J"o["urunr, and a tactic of ,.".iou*u thal ailows iis practitioners, asl'firto"ntot 

savs of the tactics ;;";;; ;; oe certeau, ]t" 
"""*" ltheseJ carcerar networks, (1e98:

To understand tango' therefore, only in terms of its legitimised form as a national cultural expressionand a specific marketable cultural 
""tt"oi,v i" to pioiorffii.'i"rnour"tund 

its significance as a
resistance to the rapidly expanding rrl"" o";ipr-',ury 

"naii" ,,i"rgiiut 
"ri.tunce 

this had in rerationto the legitimate culture capital otl'-'" 
"itu 

l"ntre , . . it can be ,J"n 
"" 

a moder for understandingthe massive influx of immigrant 
"'tt,,.urinioperipherar "r"". oi"iri* and the emergence of curtureswithin ghettos lt may also point to *'u 

"rorr" 
transtormatti" 

"i*"n areas and non-praces into
;^1"Liil iff :: i';i,,' ffil.xffi,I"il " il ;;;;;: : ;. eve ryday r i""" -"ilJ 
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And we are back where we started . . .
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Henri Lefebvre

Editors'lntroduction 
i:ii

Henri Lefebvre was one of the most important French thinkers of the twentieth century. Lefebvre was a philosopherand sociologist born in the south west of France in 1901 who was concerned with providing an account ofalienation in everyday life. ln doing this he drew heavily upon and extended Marx,s explanation of economicexploitation' Hrs work has had a huge influence on the upsurge in interest in the ways that space is theorised byacademics' and was, for example, a central influence on significant publications by such notable academics asManuel castells (La Question urbane,l 972), David Harvey (socra I Justice and the city,1973 and rhe conditionof Postmodernif/, 1989) and Ed soja (Posfmo dern Geographies: The Reassertion of space in critical socialTheory' 1 989)' Debates about the contribution of Lefebvre and the appricatron of his ideas have hardly gone awaysince these publications, indeed since his book rhe Production of space was translated into English in 1 99.1 theyhave intensified, in the English language academy at least. Lefebvre's attempt to develop a total theory of space,mental' physical and social, as socially constructed and historically conditioned has provided a blueprint withinwhich many geographers and sociologists have operated since. Lefebvr ein The production of spaceprovidesperhaps the most well worked through, and certainly most influential, geographical contribution to social theoryand analysis.

ln addition to The Production of space, Lefebvre's many other influential publications include cri1que ofEveryday Life (1947), which is arguablythe founding text of what became cultural studies in the importance itattaches to the meanings and significance of popular culture. Lefebvre's work has also provoked a huge amountof interpretation, appreciation and criticism, one of the best of these is Lef ebvre: Love and struggle by Rob shields(London' Routledge, 1 998). Many collections of Lefebvre's writings are available. Two of the most interesting arewritings on cities (oxford, Blackwell, 1995) and Henri Lefebire: Key writings (London, continuum, 2003),edited by Eleonore Kofman, Elizabeth Lebas and Stuart Elden.
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The third impllcation ol our initiai hypothesrs will
take an even greater elfort to elaborate on. Ifspace rs
a product, our knowiedge of it must be expected to
reproduce and expound lhe process ofproduction. The
'object' of rnterest must be expected to shift from rirrigs
in space to the actual production of space, but this
lormulation itself calis lor much additional explanation.

Both partial products located in space _ thatis, things _
and discourse on spoce canhenceforth do no more than
suppiy clues to, and testimony about, this productive
process - a process which subsumes signifying
processes without being reducible to them. It is no
longer a matter of the space of this or the space of that:
rather, it is space in its totality or global aspect that
needs not only to be subjected to analytic scrutiny (a
procedure which is liable to furnish merely an infinite
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the analytic project), but also tobe engenclereclby and,
within theoretical understanding. Theory repro d u ce s the
generative process - by means ol a concatenation of
concepts, to be sure, but in a very strong sense ofthe
word: from within, not just from without (descriptively),
and giobally - that is, moving contlnually back and
forth between past and present. The historlcal and
its consequences, the 'diachronic,, the ,etymology, 

ol
locations in the sense ofwhat happened at a particular
spot or place and thereby changed it _ all ol this
becomes inscribed in space. The past leaves its traces:
time has its own script. yet thts space is alwavs. now
and formerly, a present space, given as an immediale
r,vhole, complete with its associations and connectrons
rn their actuality. Thus production process and product
present themselves as two inseparable aspects, not as
two separable ideas.

It might be objected that at such and such a period,
in such and such a society (ancient/slave, medieval,i
feudal, etc.), the active groups did not ,produce, 

space
in the sense in which a vase, a piece of furniture,
a house, or a lruit tree is 'produced,. So how exactly
did those groups contrive to produce their space? The
question is a highly pertinent one and covers all ,fields,

under consideration. Even neocapitalism or'organized,
capitalism, even technocratic planners and program_
mers, cannot produce a space with a perlectly ciear
understanding of cause and effect, motive and
implication.

Speciaiists in a number of 'disciplines'might answer
or try to answer the question. Ecologists, lor example,
would very likely take natural ecosystems as a point of
departure. They would show how the actions of hunran
groups upset the balance ol these systems, and how
in most cases, where 'pre-technological, or ,archaeo_

technological' societies are concerned, the balarrce
is subsequently restored. They would then examine
the development ol the relationship between town
and country, the perturbing elfects of the town, and
the possibility or lmpossibility ol a new balance being
established. Then, lrom their pornt olview, thev would
adequately have clarified and even explained the
genesis of modern social space. Historians, lor their
part, would doubtless take a diflerent approach, or
rather a number ofdifferent approaches according to
the individuai's method or orientation. Those who
concern themseives chiefly with events might be
inclined to establish a chronology of decisions affectrng
the relations between cities and therr territorial depen_

PLAN OF THE 
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dencies, or lo study the conslruction of monumental
buildings. Others might seek to reconstitute the nse and
fall of the institutions which unclerwrote those monu-
ments. Still others would lean toward an economic
study of exchange between city and territory, town and
town, state and town. and so on.

To lollow this up further, let us return to the three
concepts introduced earlier.

1 Spatiol practice.. The spatial practice of a society
secretes that sociely's space; it propounds and
presupposes it, in a dialectical interaction: it
produces it slowly and surely as it masters and
appropriates it. From the analytrc standpoint, the
spatlal practice of a society is revealed rhrough the
declphering ol its space.

What is spatial practice under neocapitalism? It
embodies a close association, wlthin perceived
space. between daily reality (daily routine) and
urban reality (the routes and networks which link
up the places set aside lor rvork. ,private' 

lile and
leisure). This association is a paradoxical one,
because it includes the most extreme separation
between the places it hnks together. The specific
spatial competence and performance ol every
society member can only be evaluared empirically.
'Modern' spatial practlce might thus be defined _ to
take an extreme but significant case by the daiiy
lile of a tenant in a government_subsrdized hlgh_rise
housing project. Which shouid not be taken to mean
that motorways or the politics ol air transport can
be left out of the picture. A spatial practice must
have a certain cohesiveness, but thts does not imply
that it is coherent (in the sense ol intellectually
worked out or logically conceived).

2 Representations of spoce: conceptualized space. the
space of scientists, planners, urbanists, technocratic
subdividers and social engineers, as of a certain type
of artist with a scientific bent - all of whom identily
what is lived and what is perceived wrth what is
conceived. (Arcane speculatron about Numbers.
with its talk ol the golden number, moduli and
'canons', tends to perpetuate this view of matters.)
Thls is the dominant space in any society (or mode
of production). Conceptions of space tend, with
certain exceptions to which I shall return, towards
a system of verbal (and therefore intellectuaily
r,vorked out) signs.

3 Representational spoces: space as directly lived
through its associated images and symbols, and
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hence lhe space ol'inhabitanls' and 'users'. but also

of somc artists and perhaps ol those, such as a lew

writers and philosophers, who describe and aspire lo
do no more than describe. This ls the dominated

and hence passively experienced - space which

the imagination seeks to change and appropriate.

It overlays phvsical space, making symbolic use ol
its objects. Thus representational spaces may be

said. though again with certain exceptions, to tend

tovrards more or less coherenl sysiems of non-

verbal symbols and signs.

The (relative) autonomy achieved by space qua'realtly'

during a long process which has occurred especialiy

under capitalism or neocapitalism has brought new

contradictions into play The contradictions within

space itsell will be explored later. For the moment

I merely wish to point up the dialecticai relationship

r,vhich exists within the triad of the perceived, the

conceived. and the lived.

A triad: that is. three elements and not lwo.

Relations with two elements boil down to oppositions,

contrasts or antagonisms. They are defined by stgni-

licant eflects: echoes. repercussions, mirror elfects.

Philosophy has lound it very dilficult to get beyond

such dualisms as subject and object, Descartes's res

cogitans and res extenso. and the Ego and non-Ego ol
the Kantians. posl-Kantians and neo-Kanlians.'Binary'

theories ol lhis sort no longer have anything what-

soever in common with the Manichaean conception

ol a bitter struggle belween lwo cosmic princrples:

their dualism is entirely mental, and strips everything

which makes lor iiving activity from life, thought and

society (i.e. fiom the physical, mental and social, as

lrom the 1ived, perceived and conceived). After the

titanic ellects of Hegel and Marx to free il lrom this

straitjackel, philosophy reverted to supposediy 'rele-

vant' dualities. drawing with il - or perhaps being

drawn by - several specialized sciences, and proceed-

ing, in the name oltransparency. to define intelligibility

in terms ol opposites and systems ol opposites. Such

a system can have nerlher materiality nor loose

ends: it is a 'perfect' system whose rationality is

supposed, when subjected to mental scrutiny, to be

self-evident. This paradigm apparently has the magic

power to turn obscurity into transparency and to

move the 'object' out of the shadows into the light

merely by articulaling il. ln short, it has the power to

decrypt. Thus knowledge (souolr), with a remarkable

absence of consciousness, pul itsell in thrall to power,

suppressing all resistance, all obscurity, 1n lts ven'

being.

In seeking to understand the three momenls

of social space, it may help to consider the body A:

the more so inasmuch as the relationship to space ol a

'subject'who is a member of a group or society implies

his relationship to his own body and vice versa

Considered overall, social practice presupposes the use

olthe body: lhe use olthe hands, members and senson.

organs. and the gestures olwork as of activlty unreiate:

to work. This is the realm olthe p erceived (lhe practica

basis olthe perception of the outside world, to put jr i-
psychology's terms). As for representations of the boc'..

they derive from accumulated scientific knowledge

disseminated with an admlxture ol ideology: fror:-

knowledge of anatomy, of physiology, ol sickness ar::

its cure, and ol the body's relations with nature an:
with its surroundings or'mriieu'. Bodlly lived exper.'

ence, lor its part, maybe both highly compiex ar ..

quite peculiar. because 'culture' intervenes here, tvi::

its illusory immediacy, via symbolisms and via the lon-

Judaeo-Christian tradition, certain aspects ol whic:-

are uncovered by psychoanalysis. The 'heart' as 1zu;:

is strangely dillerent lrom the heart as thought ar -
perceived. The same holds o fortiori lor the sexu.

organs. Localizations can absoluteiy not be taken fcl

granted where the lived experience of the bodt- .
concerned: under the pressure of morality, it is er,'e :
possible to achieve the strange result ol a body withcu,

organs a body chastised, as it were, to the point :
being castrated.

The perceived - conceived - lived triad (in spar:.

terms: spatial praclice, representations olspace, repre-

sentational spaces) loses all lorce il it is treated a.

an abstract 'model'. 1l it cannot grasp the concret:

(as distinct lrom the 'immediate'), then its import .

severely limited, amounting to no more than that -
one ideological mediation among others

That the lived, conceived and perceived reah.
should be interconnected, so that the 'subject', th=

individual member of a given social group, may mo\'-

from one to another without conlusion - so much is .
logical necessity. Whether they constitute a cohere:-:

whole is another matter. They probably do so onl-v l:.

favourable circumstances. when a common languag.

a consensus and a code can be established. it -.

reasonable to assume lhat the Westem town, lrom th=

ltalian Renaissance to the nineteenth century, u'a.

fortunate enough to enjoy such auspicious condition,

During this period the representation of space tende :
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til! to dominate and subordinate a representational space,
olreligious origin, which was now reduced to symbolic
figures, to images olHeaven and Hell, olthe Devil and
lhe angels, and so on. Tuscan painters, architects
and theorists developed a representatron of space
- perspective - on the basrs of a socral practice which
was itself, as we shall see. the result ola historic charrge
in the relatronship between town and country. Com_
mon sense meanwhile, though more or less reduced
to silence. was still preserving virtually intact a
representational space, inherited lrom the Elruscans.
which had survived ali the centuries of Roman and
Christian dominance. The vanishing Lne, the vanish-
ing point and the meeting ol parallel lines 'at infinity,
were the determinants of a representation, at once
rntellectual and visual, which promoted the primacy
of the gaze in a kind ol 'iogic of visualizatron'. This
representation, whrch had been rn the making lor
centuries, now became enshrined in archilectural and
urbanistic practice as the code oflinear perspective.

For the present investigation to be brought to a

satislactory conclusion, for the theory I am proposrng
to be confirmed as lar as is possrble, the distinctions
drawn above would have to be generalized in their
application to cover all societies, all periods, all 'modes

of production' That is too tall an order lor now, how-
ever, and I sha1l at this point merely advance a number
olpreliminary arguments. I would argue, lor example.
that representations of space are shot through with a
knowledge (sovoir) - i.e. a mixture of understandrng
(connaissonce) and ideoiogy whrch is always relative
and in the process ofchange. Such representations are
thus objective, though subject to revisron. Are they then
true or false? The question does not always have a
clear meaning: what does it mean. lor example. to ask
whether perspective is true or false? Representations
of space are certainly abstract, but they also play a part
rn social and political practice: established relatrons
between objects and people in represented space are
subordinate to a iogic which wiil sooner or later break
them up because of their lack of consistency. Repre-
sentational spaces. on the other hand, need obey no
rules ol consistency or cohesiveness. Redolent with
imaginary and symbolic elements, they have their
source in history - in the history of a people as well as
in the history ol each individual belonging to that
people. Ethnologists, anthropologists and psycho-
analysts are students ofsuch represenlational spaces,
whether they are aware of it or not, but they nearly
aiways lorget to set them alongside those represen-
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lations ol space whrch coexist, concord or interfer.e
with them; they even more fiequenlly rgnore social
practice. By conrrast, these experts have no dilficulty
discerning lhose aspects ol representational spaces
which interest them: childhood memories. dreams.
or uterrne images and symbols (holes. passages.
labyrinths). Representational space is alive: it speaks.
It has an affuctive kernel or centre: Ego. bed, bed_
room. dwelling, house, or: square, church, graveyard.
It embraces the loci of passion. of action and of
lived sjtuations, and thus immediately rmplies time.
Consequently it may be qualified in various ways: rt
may be directional, situational or relational. because
it is essentially qualitative. fluid and dynamic.

llthis distinction were generally applied, we should
have to look at history rtsell in a new light. We should
have to study not only the history olspace. but also the
history of representatrons, along with that oi their
relationships with each other. r,vith practrce. and r,vith
ideology. History would have to take in not only the
genesis of these spaces but also. and especially. their
interconneclions. distorlions. displacements. mutual
rnteractions, and their links wrth the spatial practrce ol
the particular society or mode ol production under
consideration.

We may be sure that representations of space
have a practical impact, that they intervene in and
modify spatrai textures which are inlormed by eflective
knowledge and ideology. Representations of space
must therelore have a substantral role and a specific
influence in the production olspace. Their rntervention
occurs by way of construction in other words, by wair
of architecture. conceived of not as the building ol a
particular structure, palace or monument, but rather as
a project embedded in a spatial context and a texture
which call lor 'representations' that will not vanish
into the symboiic or imaginary realms.

By contrast. the only products of representational
spaces are symbolic works. These are often unique;
somellmes lhey set in train 'aesthetic' trends and, af ter
a time, having provoked a series olmanilestations and
incursrons into the imaginary, run out ol steam.

This distinction must, however. be handled with
considerable caution. For one thing. there rs a danger
of its introducing drvisions and so deleating the oblect
of the exercise, which is to rediscover the unity of the
productive process. Furthermore. it is not at all clear a
priori that it can legitrmately be generalized. Whether
the East, specifically China, has experienced a contrast
between represenlations ol space and representational
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spaces is doubtful in the extreme. It is indeed quite
possible that the Chinese characters combine two
lunctions in an inextricable way, that on the one hand
they convey the order olthe world (space-time), while
on the other hand they lay hold ol that concrete
(practical and socral) space-time wherein symbolisms
hold sway. where works of art are created, and where
buildings, palaces and temples are built. I shall return
to this question later - although, lacking adequate
knowledge olthe Orient, I shall offer no definite answer
to it. On the other hand, apropos of the West, and
ol Western practice lrom ancient Greece and Rome
onwards. I shall be seeking to show the development
ol this distrnction, rts import and meaning. Not, be lt
said right away. that the disrlnction has necessarily
remained unchanged in the West right up untii the
modern period, or that there have never been role
reversals (representational spaces becoming respon-
sible lor productive actlvity, lor exampie)

There have been socreties - the Chavrn ol the
Peruvian Andes are a case in pointl - whose repre-
sentation of space is attested to by the plans ol their
temples and palaces, while their representational
space appears in their art works, writing-systems,
fabrics. and so on. What would be the relationship
between two such aspects of a particular period?
A problem confronting us here is that we are endeav-
ouring with conceptual means to reconstruct a

connection which originally ln no way resembled
the application of a pre-existing knowledge to 'reality'.

Things become very dilhcult lor us in that symbols
which we can readily conceive and intuit are inacces-
sible as such to our abstract knowledge - a knowledge
that is bodiless and timeless, sophisticated and elfica-
cious, yet'unrealistic' with respect to certain'realities'.
The question is what intervenes. what occupies the
interstices between representations ol space and
representational spaces. A culture, perhaps? Certainly

but the word has less content than it seems lo have.
The work ol artistic creation? No doubt - but that
leaves unanswered the queries 'By whom?' and 'How?'

Imaginatron? Perhaps - but why? and lor whom?
The distinction would be even more useful ilit could

be shown that today's theoreticians and practitioners
worked either lor one side of it or the other. some
deveioping representational spaces and the remainder
working out representations ol space. It is arguable,
lor instance, that Frank Lloyd Wnght endorsed
a communrtarian representational space deriving
lrom a biblical and Protestant tradition. whereas Le

Corbusier was working towards a technicist, scientific
and intelleclualized representation of space.

Perhaps we sha1l have to go further, and conclude
that the producers of space have always acted in
accordance with a representation, while the 'users

passively experienced whatever was imposed upon
them inasmuch as it was more or less thoroughh'
inserted into, or justified by, their representationa,
space. How such manipulation might occur is a matte:
lor our analysis to determine. If architects (and urba:
planners) do indeed have a representation ol space.
whence does it derive? Whose interests are servei
when it becomes 'operational'? As to whether or nc:
'inhabitants' possess a representational space, if rre
arrive at an alfirmative answer, we shall be well on th=
way to dispelling a curious misunderstanding (whrc:
is not to say that this misunderstanding will disappea:
in social and political practice).

The lact is that the long-obsolescent notion c

ideology is now truly on its last legs, even il critica.
theory still holds it to be necessary. At no time ha.
thrs concept been clear. It has been much abused :'.
evocations of Marxist, bourgeois, proletarian, relc-
lutionary or socralst ideology; and by incongruo...
distinctions between ideology in general and speci.,:
ideologies, between'ideological apparatuses' a:...
institutions olknowledge, and so forth.

What is an ideology without a space to which ,.

refers, a space which it describes, whose vocabula:-.
and links it makes use ol and whose code it embodre.-
What would remain of a religrous ideology - r:,=

Judaeo-Christian one, say - if it were not based c

places and their names: church, confessionai, alta:
sanctuary, tabernacle? What would remain of r:,=

Church if there were no churches? The Christian rc=-

ology, carrier ola recognizable ildisregarded Judais::
(God the Father, etc.), has created the spaces whi:-
guarantee that it endures. More generally speakt:=
what we call ideology only achieves consistencl' :
intervening in social space and in its production. a:.1
by thus taking on body therein. Ideology per se mig-'
well be said to consist primarily in a discourse ul_.
social space.

According to a well-known formulation of Mar:,. .

knowledge (connaissance) becomes a productive fo:'-'.
immediately, and no longer through any mediation. ..
soon as the capitalist mode ol production takes or':: -

If so, a definite change in the relationship betr,r'e=-
ideology and knowledge must occur: knowledge n:-.
replace ideoiogy. Ideology, to the extent that it rerna,:..
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listinct from knowledge, is characterized by rhetoric,
cy metalanguage, hence by verbiage and iucubration'and no longer by philosophico_metaphysical sys_
:ematizing, by ,culture' 

and ,vaiues,) 
ideology and

.cgic may even become indistinguishable _ at Lur, ,o
,te extent that a stubborn demand lor coherence and
:ohesion manages to erase countervaillng factors
:roceeding either from above (information and know_
:dge fsauorr]) or from below (the space of dailv lifle).

Representations of space have at times combined
-deology and knowledge within a (social_spatial) prac_
-lce. Classical perspective is the perlect itiustraiion ot
:nis. The space of today,s planners, whose system
:liocalization assigns an exact spot to each activity, is
another case in point.

The area where ideoiogy and knowledge are barely
listinguishable is subsumed under the brJader notion
)I representation, which thus supplants the concept of.
Ceology and becomes a serviceable (operational) tool
cr the analysis of spaces, as of those societies which

rave given rise to them and recognized themselves rn
:hem.

In the Middle Ages, spatiai practice embraced
rot only the network of iocal roads close to peasant
communities, monasteries and castles, but also the
rrain roads between towns and the great pilgrims,
and crusaders'ways. As lor representation, of J a.e,
ihese were borrowed from Aristotelian and ptolemaic
conceptions, as modified by Christianity: the Earth,
the underground'world,, and the luminous Cosmos,
Heaven of the just and of the angels, inhabitedby God
the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost.
A fixed sphere within a finite space, diametrically
bisected by the surface ofthe Earth; below this surface,
the fires of Heli; above it, in the upper half of the sphere
the Firmament - a cupola bearing the fixed stars and
the circling planets - and a space criss_crossed by
divine messages and messengers and filled by the
radiant Glory of the Trinity. Such is the conception of
space found in Thomas Aquinas and, in thi Divtne
Comedy. Representational spaces, lor their part,
determined the foci of a vicinity: the village churcfr,
graveyard, hall and fields, or the square and the behiy
Such spaces were interpretations, sometimes maruel_
lously successful ones, of cosmoiogical represen_
tations. Thus the road to Santiago de Compostela was
the equivalent, on the earth,s surface, oithe Way that
ied from Cancer to Capncorn on the vault ol the
heavens, a route otherwise known as the Milky Way
- a trail of divine sperm where souis are born tefore

following its downward trajectory and lalling to earth,
there to seek as best they may the path of rJemption
- namely, the pilgrimage that will bring them to
Compostela ('the field ol stars,). The bod! too, un_
surprisingly, had a role in the interplay between
representations relating to space. ,Taurus 

rules over
the neck', wrote Albertus Magnus, ,Gemini 

over the
shoulders; Cancer over the hands and arms; Leo over
the breast, the heart and the diaphragm, Virgo over
the stomach; Libra takes care of the second"part of
the back: Scorpio is responsible for those parts that
belong to lust. . . .'

It is reasonable to assume that spatial practice,
representations of space and representational spaces
contribute in dilferent ways to the production olspace
according to their qualities and attributes, according to
the society or mode of production in question, and
according to the historical period. Relations between
the three moments of the perceived, the concelved and
the lived are never either simple or stable, nor are they'positive' in the sense rn which this term might be
opposed to'negative', to the indecipherable, the unsaid,
the prohibited, or the unconscious. Are these moments
and their interconnections in lact consclous? yes _ but
at the same time they are disregarded or misconstrued.
Can they be described as 

,unconscious'? yes again,
because they are generally unknown, and becluse
analysis is able - fiough not always without error _
to rescue them from obscurity. The fact is, however,
that these relationships have always had to be grven
utterance, which is not the same thing as being known
- even'unconsciously'.

NOTES

1 See Frangois H6bert-Stevens , L'art de I,Amertque du Sud
(Paris: Arthaud, 1973), pp. 55lf For a sense ofmedieval
space - both the representatton of space and repre_
sentational space - see Le Granrj et le petit Atbert (pans:
Albin Michel, 1972), particularly ,Le 

traite des influences
astrales'. Another edn: Le Grand et Ie petit Albert; les secrets
de lo mogie (Paris: Belfond, 1972).

2 Karl Marx, Grundrisse, tr. Martrn Nicolaus (Harmonds_
worth, Middx: penguin, 1973).


